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Abstract
Industrialization has brought economic development, but
industrial zones can also bring depression if the opportu-

nity for transformation is not seized. Industrial areas in the

post-industrial era are often referred to as rust zones, which
not only hinder urban development but also bring a series

of problems. This thesis book wants to explore the problems

brought by post-industrial land, to find possible directions for
post-industrial industrial land through new methodologies,

and also to guide landscape architects to have clearer design
goals and methods.

This project focuses on the Allegheny area of the American
Rust Belt, where the city of Pittsburgh was once the steel

center of the United States, and where industrial and mining
areas intersected. This area has a large industrial heritage

and many different types of industries, which requires a sys-

tematic approach to the different site types. This project aims
to refine the methodology to find a direction for designers to

address such issues, and to advance the design program on a
more scientific and rational basis.
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“The mind left to itself creates
monstrisities, and not only in art
galleries. Look at our urban landscapes and industrial wastelands.
No civilization has ever produced
so much ugliness.”
-- Eckhart Tolle

Photo Source: Website
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Post-industry Vacant Land Picture
This photography work shows that there are no arrangements for
vacant post-industry land. People ignore the negative effects of
industry pollutions.

Thesis Statement
My research focuses on post-industrial legacy vacant
sites, how to find sites that are in dire need of redesign
and restoration, and propose precise design methods
for their transformation. Industrial legacy open spaces
may require different approaches and strategies to
respond in different areas, and different issues can
influence the direction of decision making. I hope that
my methodology’s can start from a clear objective and
give designers the space to play under the premise of
clear design objectives and criteria.

Objective of Study
-To find the vacant Post-industry lands and clarify
characteristics in order to classify them
-To provide different methodologies and stratefies for
different prototypes in order to give standards and
directions to designers
-To practice standards and methodologies in real sites
and give the design proposals
-To test new technologies(such as big data analysis) in
landscape design and provide new direction for
landscape design
-To conclude effective methods and systems to face
post-industry vacant land isuues

Photo: Online
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Phase I
Issue Identification & Framing Topic
Photo: Online

Reseach Question
01
My thesis question will address why I am studying
this type of problem and why I chose the rust-belt
in the United States as the primary region for my
study：

Why Post-industry vacant land will exert negative effects on the region?

02

Why select Allegheny as my research site?
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World Major Industry region

Ruhr industry region

Donbass mining field

This picture shows a busy scene in the Ruhr industrial area. Huge buildings and developed
transportation are the major problem for all post-industry region.

Almost so heavy industrial base needs mining industry as the foundation, but a large number
of pits destroy the ecological environment, and when the minerals are mined out, the
subsequent restoration is often forgotten.

Photo: Online

Ruhr region,
Germany
4,435 km2
51°30’N, 7°30’E

The Ruhr industrial region is an old industrial area in Germany and is facing difficulties in the post-industrial era. With the
declining demand for coal, the economic state of the region
declined and a structural and industrial crisis emerged, but
the region has since been gradually revived through industrial upgrading and urban renewal programs.

Photo: Online

Donbass region,
Ukraine
26,517 km2
48.0159° N, 37.8028° E

The Donetsk region has also suffered environmental damage
as a result of coal mining and smelting, and today the environmental, social, urban and political problems caused by the
industrial transformation are plaguing the region’s development. The turbulent social situation makes the development
of the post-industrial era even more confusing.
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Northeast industry region

Wallonia industry region

This picture shows a busy scene in the Ruhr industrial area. Huge buildings and developed
transportation are the major problem for all post-industry region.

This picture shows a busy scene in the Ruhr industrial area. Huge buildings and developed
transportation are the major problem for all post-industry region.

Photo: https://www.theepochtimes.com/chinese-regime-worried-that-the-northeast-will-erupt-in-protest-due-to-economic-stagnation-insider_3701897.html

Northeast region,
China
787,300 km2
41.8057° N, 123.4315° E

The development of industry has given rise to the formation
of cities and has contributed to the economic development of
the region. But when the post-industrial era comes, how to
deal with industrial sites is a problem faced by every postindustrial area, how to transform the traditional industrial
vacant land?

Photo: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wallonia

Wallonia region,
Belgium
16,901 km2
50°30’N, 4°45’E

The development of heavy industry always causes damage
to the ecology and destroys the habitat of flora and fauna.
When the function of industry is not there, how to restore the
ecological function of industrial vacant land?
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Great Lakes Industry Region，
United States
The Rust Belt is a region of the Northeastern and Midwestern
United States that has been experiencing industrial decline starting
around 1980. It is made up largely of the Great Lakes Megalopolis,
though definitions vary. Rust refers to the deindustrialization,
economic decline, population loss, and urban decay due to the
shrinking of its once-powerful industrial sector, such as steel
production, automobile manufacturing, and coal mining. The term
gained popularity in the U.S. in the 1980s,when it was commonly
contrasted with the Sun Belt which was surging then.
Like most post-industrial areas, the Rust Belt of America has
produced a large amount of industrial open space. Since there is a
complete industrial chain in this region, the type and state of
vacant land is completely different. These vacant lots are like
viruses that constrain the development of the region, threaten the
surrounding environment, and need to be systematically
improved.

Photo Source: Online
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Distribution and size of U.S. manufacturing
Milwaukee
Chicago
Detroit

Boston

Cleveland
Pittsburgh

Buffalo

Philadelphia
Baltimore

Since the founding of the United States, most of the

country’s industrial and commercial centers have been
concentrated in the East. The transportation facili-

ties brought by the Great Lakes have provided a good

foundation for the industrial development of this region,
and a manufacturing industry of a certain scale has been
formed.

Data source: USGS, GIS Data, https://www.usgs.gov/products/data-and-tools/gis-data

US Predominance Industry
The primary industry in most counties in the Rust Belt is manufacturing, which is the main support industry for the region’s economy.

Data source: USGS, GIS Data, https://www.usgs.gov/products/data-and-tools/gis-data
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AMERICAN RUST-BELT HISTORY TIMELINE

Electoral map changed between 2016 and 2020
The economic decline in the Rust Belt has directly affected the political leanings of this region. In recent years
states in the Rust Belt have become notorious swing
states for elections. The wavering choices represent the
hesitation of the region’s residents about the future. The
constant shifting of political leanings has also caused

people to lose sight of how the post-industrial era of
industrial vacancies should be addressed.

Map & Data State election offices

Map & Data State election offices

Donald Trump won 2016

Joe Bidden won 2020

Donald Trump has won electoral votes in several key Rust Belt states by promising to bring
back jobs.

Biden’s promised new energy policy is also supported by more people, although it will hit
traditional industries. Environmental protection and low carbon development are the future
trend, and people need to pay more attention to the environmental problems brought by
industrial development.
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Mineral Resource Map
A large number of developed mining sites need to be systematically
planned and a systematic approach found to solve the remaining
problems.
Data source: USGS, GIS Data

Allegheny County, PA

Mineral Resource Map
Abundant mineral resources are essential for industrial
development, but when the mineral resources are
exploited, the subsequent design of environmental
restoration is lacking. The metal mining-related
factories are likewise one of the sources of
environmental pollution, which exerts negative pressure
on the surrounding environment.
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Canada

Coal Mines Distribution In Rust-belt Region
Industrial development accompanies urban development, and the
impact of industry is all-encompassing, whether it is urban, suburban
or natural areas.

Lake Huron

Data source: USGS, GIS Data
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Coal Region

Coal Mines Distribution In Rustbelt Region
Baltimore

As the most important energy source for traditional
heavy industries, coal deeply affects the development

Cincinnati

West Virginia Coal

Washington

of traditional industries. In the Rust Belt, they were
mostly concentrated in the mountainous areas, close to
them while a well-developed railroad system was
established to facilitate their transportation to the
various manufacturing centers.
The Allegheny area is located in a traditional industrial
area and a former steel manufacturing center. Steel has
played an important role in history as the most
important basic material for traditional heavy industry.

Eastern Coal Fields

When the industrial and manufacturing industries
shifted, the treatment of the remaining industrial sites in
the area became an issue.
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CASE STUDY
Learning From Other Projects
Photo: Online

Purpose of Learning Case Study
This part of the case studies was able to inspire me to
find appropriate methods, such as how to find data, how
to use data, and inspire me to construct a sound research
framework. These cases have inspired me more in terms
of methodology or research methods than in terms of
actual projects. Because the design is only the practical
form of my thesis, and the new methodology is what I am
pursuing.
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Case Study

Mapping source: Sasaki, https://www.sasaki.com/projects/sea-change-boston/

Sea Change: Boston
Boston, MA | Sasaki Research Team

Sea Change: Boston is a Sasaki research initiative on sea level rise advocating for
long-term coastal resiliency in the Greater Boston area.

�nspiration Boot
This research project has inspired me to use data and mapping to identify and present problems, not just in terms of simply presenting data, but also in establishing
ways to communicate between different data. In addition, this project has created
an interactive form of communication that is more accessible to the general public.
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Mapping & Diagram source: FABRICation, https://www.fabrications.nl/portfolio-item/metabolismofalbania-2/

METABOLISM OF ALBANIA
Albania | FABRICation.

The Urban Metabolism of Albania is one of the research by design
projects developed by the design office FABRICations, within the
framework of the Atelier Albania (Albanian Government and
International Architecture Biennale for Rotterdam). The project
explores sustainable economic development model for next generation Albania.

�nspiration Boot
This research project is also based on big data and uses new methodologies to analyze future challenges and opportunities. It was a
very inspiring project for me. In today’s era, there is no lack of data
for landscape architects, but what is lacking is discovering the connections behind the data and how to use the data to assist designers
in achieving their goals. This project gave me a direction on how to
find the data from the complex data types and how to explore more
information and conclusion after data analysis.
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Case Study

Mapping source: Personal work

Green Infrastructure Guides The Future Of Newport
Newport, RI | RISD Infrastructure Studio

This research will help this studio to find possible and suitable departure points to
establish Bike-path Bridge from the mainland to Jamestown and Newport in the
future. In addition, how to enrich the bike system in this region and improve the
tourism industry by new green infrastructure.

�nspiration Boot
This is my attempt to use data analysis to find out the most suitable place to build a
connecting bridge. This is the method can assist the designer to make more reasonable decisions. However, the calculation in this case is simple, and there are not
enough data types added, so there has many parts for improvement.
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Green Infrastructure Guides The Future Of Newport
The formulation of this case is not complicated and the elements
considered are not comprehensive, but also the location of the bridge
was found suitable for construction after analysis. However, this kind of
infrastructure project requires many considerations, and not just a few
factors can determine it. This is a vision of the future role of a landscape
architect, not only to be an expert in a certain area, but to know how
to build a platform that allows for the participation of many experts.
Because landscape architects cannot do everything.

Mapping source: Personal work
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Phase II
Re-classifing Prototype & Creating Methodology
Photo: Online

Questions:
How to find and classify different types of postindustry vacant lands?
What new methodologies can solve problems of
different prototypes in post-industry vacant
lands?
How to practice these methods in Allegheny?

Goals:

2. Reclassifing different prototypes
3. New methods drive in different prototypes
4. Finding possible sample sites in Allegheny

Conclusion:
To Create a new theory and system in landscape
design and prove it works in the future.

Pennsylvania

Allegheny County

1. New methodology to classify prototypes of
post-industry vacant lands
56
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Phase II - Classification Mapping

First Classification - Industry land in Urban, Suburban & Rural Field

First Classification
The first classification is based on the function of
the area, because in different types of areas there
will be different attitudes towards brownfields.
Also, this classification makes the analysis, strategies, and methods more relevant.

Urban Region in Allegheny
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Urban Region

Pittsburgh

Brownfield sites in cities are the most complex
and the richest in terms of the factors and directions they need to consider and focus on. A comprehensive and systematic methodology can give
designers a clearer direction and means when
facing brownfield sites in cities.

Sub-urban Region in Allegheny

Suburban Region

Sub-urban

Brownfield sites in cities are the most complex
and the richest in terms of the factors and directions they need to consider and focus on. A comprehensive and systematic methodology can give
designers a clearer direction and means when
facing brownfield sites in cities.

Rural Region in Allegheny

Rural Region

Sub-urban
62

Rural areas are less densely populated, but more
ecologically demanding and sensitive. Pollution
from industrial development and vacant land
both pose a danger to the surrounding environment and ecology, and it is a question of how to
restore or give a new role to these brownfield
sites.

N

0
Data Source: USGIS Data Mapping credit:Sirui
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Phase II - Classification Mapping
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Phase II - Classification Mapping
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Phase II - Classification Mapping
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Ecological Sensitivity Factor

Photo: https://www.flickr.com/photos

Pollution Factor
Photo: Online

Region Attraction Factor
Photo: Online

Habitat Suitability Factor

Photo: Online

Land Change Adaptability Factor
Photo: Online

Phase III

Calculation Method, Strategy & Technology Details
Photo: Online

Questions:

Goals:

How to find the calculations for different
brownfields?

1. Different fomulations for different types of
brownfield

How to find the direction of removal for different
types of brownfields?
How to summarize the strategies and goals of
similar brownfields?
How to summarize the technical solutions to the
brownfield issues?

2. Strategies and goals for brownfield in different
environment
3. Technology details used in brownfield

Conclusion:
The task of this phase is to finish each of the
required parts of the post-industry brownfield
renewal system.
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Coal Minings in Sub-urban
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R-me

102

Metallic ore in rural region
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Brownfield(Metallic minings in sub-urban) Comprehensive Value Assessment

S-me
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Metallic ore in rural region
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Brownfield(Metallic minings in urban) Comprehensive Value Assessment

U-me
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Metallic ore in urban region
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R-mf
R-cf

108

Metal factories in rural region
Chemical factories in rural region

R-mi
R-sf

Manufacture in rural region
Supporting facilities in rural region
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S-mf
S-cf
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Metal factories in sub-urban region
Chemical factories in sub-urban region

S-mi
S-sf

Manufacture in sub-urban region
Supporting facilities in sub-urban region
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U-mf
U-cf
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Metal factories in urban region
Chemical factories in urban region

U-mi
U-sf

Manufacture in urban region
Supporting facilities in urban region
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Phase VI
Communication & System Practice
Photo: Online

The goal of this phase is to establish clearer communication so
that more landscape architects understand and use the system
and can practice it in actual landscape projects.
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CASE STUDY

Landscape park Duisburg-Nord
Emscherstrasse 71, Duisburg, Germany | Latz + Partner,
Latz-Riehl, G. Lipkowsky, Realization by help of citizens’
action, associations and employment schemes.
With some 100 projects, the International Building Exhibition Emscher
Park (IBA) in the Ruhr District was attempting to set quality building
and planning standards for the environmental, economic and social
transformation of an old industrialised region. The landscape park
Duisburg Nord is one of these projects. The idea was to integrate, shape,
develop and interlink the existing patterns that were formed by its previous industrial use, and to find a new interpretation with a new syntax.
The existing fragments were to be interlaced into a new “landscape”.

the centennial history of the place. The huge land art slowly emerged
again due to a cautious vegetation management with the help of the
gardeners.

�nspiration Boot
This project is an excellent example of brownfield conversion, which
uses a combination of techniques and landscaping, and the site to create a unique landscape design while addressing contamination issues.

In the landscape park Duisburg Nord, individual systems operate
independently, such as the low-lying water park, the single fields and
clumps of vegetation, the promenades at street level connecting parts
of the town which were separated for decades, and the railway park
with its high level promenades and the rail harp. They connect only at
certain points through specific visual, functional or merely imaginary
linking elements.
Created collectively as an artwork by engineers, the rail harp reflects
159

Landscape park Duisburg-Nord
New York | Latz + Partner, James Corner Field Operations (Project Lead), Diller Scofidio + Renfro, and Piet
Oudolf

The winning proposal for a competition in 2004, the design is a redevelopment of an abandoned, elevated freight-railway that spans 22 blocks
through the west side of Manhattan.

�nspiration Boot
The High Line is a classic post-industrial landscape. In addition to mines
and factories, industrial infrastructure is also a common brownfield
type. The characteristics of industrial facilities are expanded to the
extreme and combined with the creativity of landscape architects to
create distinctive spaces.
161

Eden Project
St Blazey, Cornwall, England, UK | James T. Baldwin

The Eden Project (Cornish: Edenva) is a visitor attraction in Cornwall,
England, UK. The project is located in a reclaimed china clay pit, located
2 km (1.2 mi) from the town of St Blazey and 5 km (3 mi) from the
larger town of St Austell.

�nspiration Boot
This is a utopian project in mine pit rehabilitation, and although not all
brownfield remediation requires such high costs, the techniques used to
restore the vegetation can be learned.

How to use this system via playing
card?
According to the workflow of this card map, pick the right card for
your brownfield type. This way the designer can get the strategy,
basic objectives and technical support he needs to design the
brownfield. Then, based on the information and conditions of
brownfield site, designers can achieve the goal of solving the brownfield problem while completing the landscape design.
165

Available cards for the US Steel Corporation
Depending on the type and location of your brownfield, choose the
cards that are appropriate for that brownfield to assist the landscape architect in making decisions. Based on these cards, a clear
design strategy can be obtained and the goals have been technically
supported.
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The Second-generation Brownfield Renewal System
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FINDINGS & CONCLUSIONS
Research Objectives
The purpose of this study was to classify the different
brownfield types and find appropriate strategies and
removal targets. It also investigates the technical details
that can be used to solve the practical problems in
brownfield removal. The final goal is to make the system
more accessible to a wider audience. The first generation of the system was a card version that allowed the
landscape architect to select the cards that matched the
brownfield he wanted to design and find the appropriate
strategies and techniques. The second generation system
is a computerized version of the whole system that uses
interactive maps and programming language to more
intelligently advise and help the landscape architect.
Establishing System
For this research project I chose Allegheny as the area
where I built the system. Because this area is a major industrial town in the United States, there are various types
of brownfield types in the area.
Classification
Classification is the most fundamental part of the system.
The first classification divides the geographical location
of the brownfields into rural, suburban and urban. For
example, urban brownfield sites are suitable for conversion to other land uses, but rural brownfield sites are
suitable for rehabilitation, restoration of the original
ecosystem and environmental restoration. The second
classification subdivides the brownfields into different
categories according to the type of industry and industry.
After careful classification, it is possible to better find the
appropriate direction and strategy, and also provides
direction for data collection.
Design of influencing factors
Based on a number of foundational elements, elements
that have an impact on brownfields are designed based
on their importance, including ecological sensitivity,
pollution sensitivity, regional attractiveness, habitat suitability, and land conversion adaptation. In designing different weights based on five factors, different regions and

brownfield types, the evaluation of the condition of the
same brownfield in such regions can be obtained. Based
on the results of the brownfield condition assessment, it is
also possible to find the target and direction.
Strategy & Goal
Some general strategies and objectives are summarized
based on different types and regions of brownfields,
which are strategies that emerge based on different
environments, such as proximity to rivers and proximity
to farms. These strategies for different contexts can assist
designers in finding directions on how to remediate and
remove brownfield sites, which is instructive.
Technology Details
The technical details of the brownfield can also be
generalized, summarizing the technical details that
will be used in various brownfields and can use them as
needed. At the same time, these techniques are not fixed
and immutable, and it is possible to keep accumulating
successful experiences and add them to the system. These
techniques only provide the landscape architects with
methods, not limitations, but rather a guide to enable
them to specify their designs based on actual brownfield
conditions.
Research Application
This research project has designed two generations of
systems to be promoted to landscape architects. The first
generation system is to design poker cards out of different parts of the system, and designers can find the cards
they need for their brownfield and use them according
to their needs. The second generation system was to
program the research into software and use computer
technology to make them easier to use. At the same time,
the computer can conduct machine learning of the system, constantly adding and refining new strategies, goals
or techniques to the system.
Conclusion
This thesis is based on post-industrial brownfield issues
and uses new age technology and thinking to redefine

the research and role of landscape architecture. I have
been thinking about the future direction of landscape
architecture and the future role of landscape architects,
and this thesis is a new methodological study. I want to
make the research more independent and at the same
time easier to be applied by more landscape architects.
In my opinion, the future of landscape design needs to
be more technical as a support, solving more problems
rather than only focusing on the design of space and
form. Through this thesis, I think this set of methodology
still has a certain prospect and potential.
1. Technical Part
I believe that advances in technology are a major force
driving progress in many disciplines. So I try hard to try
to combine big data technology with mapping to build
a more scientific and systematic brownfield evaluation system. From the time Ian McHarg introduced GIS
technology into the landscape, the landscape should not
reject technology. Landscape architecture itself is at
the same time a complex discipline, and the problems
it needs to solve are also complex, so I want to solve the
problems that the landscape will encounter by making
data resources practical, and at the same time, it is also a
more reasonable basis for the landscape architect’s decision.And in terms of data use, I don’t think my methodology is the only reasonable one, it’s something that needs
more experimentation and validation, but that doesn’t
mean it’s not a possible direction. In the future, how to
establish a more scientific evaluation system is something
that can be verified and improved through continuous
experiments, and this is something that I think can be
advanced.
2. Strategy and Techniques
Data is a tool to aid in design, while research is the
driving force behind figuring out the problem. I have
researched the types and characteristics of brownfields
equally extensively to uncover similarities and heterogeneity. At the same time, I summarized successful techniques and distilled strategies and techniques that could
be beneficial to solving brownfield problems. But this is

not a limitation, it should be guided, and these strategies
and techniques can be continuously updated.
3. Application and Communication
How the research results are used is another important
issue in this thesis, because all research results are intended to be applied in practice. Therefore, I try to come
up with two ways to establish the way of communication
with landscape architects. The first generation of the system is a card-based system that allows others to quickly
understand and use the system through a card format.
The advantage of this is that it is intuitive to understand,
use and promote, but the disadvantage is that there is no
scientific guidance and the cards chosen may be inappropriate. The second generation of the system is the
introduction of a computer programming language that
will automatically filter the entire system by computer
for calculation, selection, and grading. The advantage
of this generation system is that the results are more
intuitive to get and also machine learning can be done by
using computers to continuously improve this system. But
the disadvantage is that this system requires more time
and technical support to set up, and requires the participation of people with computer background to achieve.
4. Reflection and Outlook
It is an attempt at a new methodology, a way of separating research and landscape design. I believe that not
all landscape architects are capable of researching and
solving problems in depth, so I want to use this approach
to relieve their pressure and let landscape architects who
do not have research skills focus on other aspects such
as representation, spatial design, aesthetics and so on.
However, in the process of doing my thesis, I also found
that this is a kind of research that requires more team
support and researchers with more diverse backgrounds.
Unfortunately, I was not able to advance this system
to the second generation (digital system) and test his
usefulness.
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